
5.1 1 Intelligence and Understanding 

There are a large number of names for the 
human faculty, ability, or power that is the 
subject of this section. Sometimes it is simply 
called "mind," sometimes "intellect," some- 
times "reason," sometimes "wit." The two 
names in the title of this section are also 
used. Each of these words has a somewhat 
different connotation; certain authors are at 
pains to distinguish reason from under- 
standing, or intellect from intelligence; but 
all of these words have this conlmon thread 
of meaning: they designate the power or 
ability by which men solve problems, make 
judgments, engage in reasoning or in delib- 
eration, and make practical decisions. 

Some. modern writers use "mind" or "un- 
derstanding" more broadly to include man's 
sensitive abilities as well-his powers of 
sense perception, memory, and imagination. 
However, since Sections 5.2, 5.3. and 5.4 are 
specifically devoted to the consideration of 

sense, memory, and imagination, we have 
restricted the materials included in this sec- 
tion to discussions of mind as the power of 
thought, judgment, insight, and reasoning. 
The reader will find related matters treared 
in Section 6.7 on ~ F S O N I N C ,  DEMONSTRATION, 
ARD D~SPUTAT~ON. 

The quotations collected here deal with 
questions about the relation of mind and 
body; about the immateriality or spirituality 
of mind or intellect; about the different acts 
of the intellect and how they are related; 
about the role of reason or intelligence in 
the sphere of action as well as in the sphere 
of thought; about wit, sagacity, and cunning 
as aspects of intelligence; and about human 
speech as indicative and expressive of the 
power and processes of human rationality. 
In this last connection, the reader is referred 
to related material in Section 7.1 on THE 
NATURE OF LANGUAGE. 

I For as he thinketh in his hearr, so is he. 
Pravcrbr 23: 7 

2 The earthy tabernacle weighcth down the mind 
that rnuseth upon many things. 

Wisdom of Solomon 9:15 

3 Socrofa. Tell me, then, are  not the organs through 
which you perccivc warm and hard and light and 
swcct, organs of the M y ?  

Thmrtefur Of the body, certainly. 
Soc. And you wonld admit that what you per- 

ceive through one faculty you cannot perceivc 
through another; the objects of hearing, for rxam- 
ple, cannot he perceived through sight, or the oh- 
jects of sight through hearing? 

Thcocl. Of course not. 
Sor if you have any thought about both of 

them, this common perception cannot come to 
you, either through the one or the other organ? 

nirncl. It cannot. 
Sor How about sounds and colours: in the fin1 

place you w,ould admit that they both exist? 
Throrf. Yes. 
Sac. And that either of them is different from 

the other, and the same with itself? 
Thcaef. Certainly. 
So<. And that both are two and each of them 

one? 
Thenel. Yes. 
Sor. You can furthcr observe whether they are 

like or unlike onc another? 
Theaf. I dare say. 
Sac. Bnt through what do you perceive all this 

about them? for neither through hearing nor yet 
through seeing can you apprehend that which 
they have in cormnon. L.ct me give you arl illus- 
tration of the point at issue:-If thcrc wcrc any 
meaning in asking whethcr xrunds and coloura 
are saline or not, you would be able to tell me 
what faculty would consider thc question. Ir 
would not be sight or hearing, but some other. 

Thend. Certainly; the faculty of taste. 
Sor Very good; and now tell me what is the 
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powcr which discerns, not only in sensible objects, 
hut in all things, universal notions, such as tharc 
whieh are called being and not-being, and tharc 
others about which we were just asking-what or- 
gans will you assign for the perception of these 
notions? 

Theoel. You are thinking of being and not- 
heing, likeness and unlikeness, sameness and dif- 
ference, and also of unity and other numbers 
which are applied to objects of sense; and you 
mean to ask, through what bodily organ the saul 

odd and even numbers and other arith- 
metical conceptions. 

Soc You follow me excellently, Theaetetur; that 
is precisely what I am asking 

Theaet. Indeed, Socrates, I cannot answer; my 
only notion is, that these, unlike objects of scnse, 
have no separate organ, hut that the mind, by a 
power of her own, contemplates the universals in 
all things. 

Plato, 7)rcoelehlr, 184B 

4 Quick wit is a faculty of hitting upon the middle 
term instantaneously. It would be exemplified by 
a man who saw that the moon has her bright side 
always turned towards the sun, and quickly 
grasped the cause of this, namely that she borrows 
her light from him: or observed samebody in con- - 
versation with a man of wcalth and divined that 
he was borrowing money, or that the friendship of - 
these people sprang from a common enmiry. In all 
these instances he has seen the major and minor 
t e r n  and then grasped the causes, the middle 
terms. 

Aristotlc, Pv.~!erlvr Anolyl,cr, 89b10 

5 If thinking is like perreiving, it must be either a 
process in which the soul is acted upon by what is 
capable of being thought, or a process different 
from hut analogous to that. The  thinking p a n  of 
the soul must therefore be, while impassible, capa- 
ble of receiving the form of a n  object; that is, must 
he potentially identical in character with its ob- 
ject without being the object. Mind must be relat- 
ed to what is thinkable, as sense is to what is sensi- 
ble. 

Therefore, since everything is a possible object 
of thought, mind in order, as Anaxagoras says, to 
dominate, that is, to know, must be pure from all 
admixture; for the copresence of what is alien to 
its nature is a hindrance and a block: it follows 
that it too, like the sensitive part, ean have no 
nature of its awn, other than that of having a cer- 
tain capacity. Thus that in the soul which is 
called mind (by mind I mean that whereby the 
soul thinks and judger) is, before it thinks, not 
actually any real thing. Far this reason it cannot 
reasonably be regarded as blended with the body: 
if so, it would acquire some quality, e.g, warmth 
or cold, or even have an organ like the sensitive 
faculty: as it is, it has none. It was a good idea to 

call the soul 'the place of forms', though (1) this 
description holds only of the intellective soul, and 
(2) even this is the forms only porentially, not ac- 
tually. . . . 

Once the mind has become each set of its possi- 
ble objects, as a man of science has, when this 
phrase is used of one who is actually a man of 
science (this happens when he is now able to exer- 
cise the power on his own initiative), its condition 
is still one of potentiality, hut in a different scnse 
from the ptcntialiry which preceded the acquisi- 
tion of knowledge by learning or discovery: the 
mind roo is [hen able to think itself 

Arisrotle, (hr ihr Soiil, 429313 

6 Mind i n  in a sense potentially whatever is think- 
able, though actually it is nothing until it has 
thought. What i t  thinks must he in i! just as char- 
acters may be said to be on a writing-tablet on 
which as yet nothing actually stands written: this 
is exactly what happens with mind. 

Mind is itself thinkable in exactly the same way 
as its ohjs ts  are. For ( 0 )  in the case of objects 
which involve no matter, what thinks and what is 
thought are identical; far speculative knowledge 
and its object are identical. . . . 

Sincc in every dass of  thin^, as in nature as a 
whole, we lind two factors inralred, ( I )  a matter 
which is potentially all the particulars included in 
the class, (2) a cause which is productive in the 
sense that it maker then, all (the latter standing to 
the former, as e.g. an art ta i t s  material), the% 
distinct elements must likewise he found within 
the saul. 

And in fact mind as we hare described it is 
what it is by virtue of becoming all things. while 
there is another which is what it is by virtue of 
making all things: this is a sort of positive state 
like light; for in a sense light m a k c  potential col- 
ours into actual colours. 

Mind in this sense of it is separable, irnpasiblc, 
unmixed, since it is in its essential nature activity 
(for always the active is superior to the passive 
factor, the originating force to the matter which it 
forms). 

Actual knowledge is identical with its object: in 
the individual, potential knowledge is in time 
prior to actual knowledge, but in the universe as a 
whole it is not prior even in time. Mind is not at 
one time knowing and a t  auother not. When 
mind is set free from its present conditions it ap- 
pears as just what it is and nothing more: this 
alone is immortal and eternal (we do not, howev- 
er, remember its former activity because, while 
mind in this sense is imparsihle, mind as passive is 
destructible), and without it nothing thinks. 

Aristatle, On /he Soul, 42Yb30 

7 The nature of the mind and soul is bodily; for 
when it is seen to push the limbs, rouse the body 
from sleep, and alter the countenance and guide 



and turn about the whole man, and when we 
see that none of thcsc cffccts can takc place with- 
out toueh nor toueh wirhour body, nlurt we not 
admit that the mind and the soul are of a bodily 
nature?. . . 11 

I will now go on to explain in my verses of what 
kind of body the mind consists and out of what it 
is formed. First of all I say that it is cxtrcmely fine 
and formed of exceedingly minute bodies. That  
this is so you may, if you please to attend, clearly 
perceive irom what follows: nothing that is seen 
takes place with a velocity equal to that of the 
mind when it starts some suggestion and actually 
sets it agoing; the mind therefore is stirred with 
greater rapidity than any of the things whose na- 
ture stands out visible to sight. But that which is 
so passing nimble, must consist oi seeds exceeding- 
ly round and exceedingly minute, in order to be 
stirred and set in motion by a small moving pow- 
cr. . . . The bllowing lac1 too likewise demon- 
s t ra t s  how fine the texture is of which its naturc is 
composed, and how small the room is in which it 
can be contained, could it only be collected into 
one m-: soon as the untroubled sleep of death 
has gotten hold of a man and the nature of the 
mind and soul has withdrawn, you can perceive 
then no diminution of the entire body either in 
appearance or weight: death makes all good save 
the vital sense and hcat. Therefore the whole soul 
must consist of ver). small seeds and be inwoven 
through veins and flesh and sinews; inasmuch as, 
after it has all withdrawn from the whole body. 
the exterior contour of the limbs prcsewes itrell 
entire and not a tittle of the weight is lost. Just in 12 
the same way when the flavour of ninc is gone or 
when the delicious aroma of a perfume has been 
dispersed into the air or when the savour has left 
some body, yet the thing itself does not therefore 
look smaller. 

Lueretius, Nalrrre of Thinsf ,  Ill  

8 In so far as the mind is stronger than the body, so 
are the ills contracted by the mind more sevcre 
than thme contracted by the body. 

Cicero. PhiItppicr, XI, 4 

9 Which of you by taking thought can add one cu- 
bit unto his stature? 

Molthew 6 2 7  

10 But still, just for the sake of asking, 
For the sake of something to give to the chapels, 

ritual entrails, 
The consecrated meat of a little while pig, pray 

for one thing, 
Pray for a healthy mind in a healthy body, a spir- 

it 
Unafraid of death, but reconciled to it, and able 
T o  bear up, to endure whatever troubles afflict it, 
Free from hate and desire, preferring Hercules' 

labors 

T o  the cushions and loves and feasts of Sardana- 
pallus. 

Juvenal, Satire X 

Indeed, for the power of seeing and hearing, and 
indeed lor life itself, and for the things which eon- 
tribute ro support it, for the h i t s  which are dry, 
and for wine and oil give thanks to God: but re- 
member that he has given you something else bet- 
ter than all these, 1 mean thc power of using 
them, proving them and estimating the value of 
each. For what is that which gives information 
about each of these powers, what each of them is 
worth? Is it each faculty itself? Did you ever hear 
the faculty of vision saying anything about itself? 
or the faculty of hearing? or wheat, or barley, or a 
hone or a dog? No; but they are appointed as 
ministers and slaves to serve the faculty which has 
the power of making use of the appealsnccs of 
things. And if you inquire what is the value of 
each thing, of whom do you inquire? who answers 
YOU? How then can any other faculty be more 
powerful than thin, which user the rest asministen 
and itself pmves each and pronounces about 
them? for which of them known what itsclf is, and 
what is its own value? which of them knows when 
it ought to employ itself and when not? what fa- 
culty is it which opens and closer the eyer, and 
turns them away from objects to which it ought 
not to apply them and d o e  apply them to other 
objects? No; but it is the faculty of the will. 

Epictetur. Di~~ourrer.  11. 23 

It must necessarily be allowed that the principle 
of intellectual operation which we call the soul is 
a ~ r i n c i ~ l e  both incorporeal and subsistent. For it 
is clear that by means of the intellect man can 
know the natures of all corporeal things. Now 
whatever knows certain things cannot have any of 
them in i u  own nature because that whieh is in it  
naturally would impede the knowledge of any- 
thing else. Thus we observe that a sick man's 
tongue being vitiated by a feverish and bitter 
humour, cannot perceive anything sweet, and ev- 
erything seems bitter to it. Therefore, if the intel- 
lectual principle contained the nature of any body 
it would be unable to know all bodies. Now every 
body has some determinate nahlre. Therefore it is 
im-ible for the intellectual principle to be a 
body. It is likewise impossible for it to understand 
by means of a bodily organ, since the determinate 
nature of that bodily organ would prevent the 
knowledge of all bodies; as when a certain deter- 
minate colour is not only in the pupil of the eye, 
but also in a glass vase, the liquid in the vasc 
seems to be d that same colour. 

T1,crcforc thc intcllcctuul principle which we 
call the mind or the intellect has an operation per 
re apart from the body. Now only that which sub- 
sists can have an  operation p n  re. For nothing can 
operate except a being in act; henee a thing opei- 
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ates according as it is. For this reason we do not 
say that heat imparts heat, but that what is hot 
gives heat. We must conclude, therefore, that the 
human soul, which is called the intellect or the 
mind, is something incorporeal and subsistent. 

Aquinas, Summn Thcologtcn, I. 75, 2 

13 The  intellectual soul, because it can comprehend 
universals, h a  a power exrending to the infinite; 
therefore it cannot be limited by naturc cithcr to 
certain fixed natural judgments, or to certain 
fixed means whether of deknce or af clothing, as 
is the case with other animals, the souls of which 
have knowledge and power in regard to fixed par- 
ticular things. Instead of all these, man has by 
narure his reason and his hands, which are the 
organs of organs, since by their means man ean 
make for himself instruments of a n  infinite varie- 
ty, and far any number of purposes. 

Aquinas, Summn Thcalogico, I, 76, 5 

14 T o  say that a thing is understood more by one 
than by another may be taken in two sense. First, 
so that the word more be taken as determining the 
act of understanding as regards the thing under- 
stood; and thus, one cannot understand the same 
thing more than another, becausc to understand it 
otherwise than as i t  is, either better or worse, 
would entail being deceived, and such a one 
would not understand ir. . . . In  another sense the 
word more can be taken as determining theact of 
understanding on the p a n  01 him who under- 
stands; and so one may understand the same 
thing better than someone else, through having a 
greater power of understanding, just as a man 
may see a thing better with his bodily sight, whose 
power is greater, and whose sight is more perfect. 
The same applies to the intellect in two ways. 
First, as regards the intellect itself, which is more 
perfect. For it is plain that the better the dirposi- 
tion of a body, the better thc soul allotted to it, 
which clearly appears in things of dilferenr spe- 
cies. And the reason for this is thar act and farm 
are received into matter according to matter's ca- 
paciry. Hence because some men have bodies af 
betrer disposition, their souls have a greater power 
of undernlanding. Thus it is said that we see that 
those who have delicate flesh are of apt mind. 
Secondly, this occurs in regard to the lower pow- 
ers of which the iutellect h a  need in its operation, 
for those in whom the imaginative, cogitative and 
remembering powcn are of better disposition are 
better disposed ta understand. 

Aquinas, Summn Thealogico, I, 85, 7 

15 There are three classes of intellecrs: one which 
comprehends by itself; another which appreciates 
what others comprehend; and a third which nei- 
ther complchcnds by itscll nor by the showing of 

others; the first is the most cxccllcnt, the second is 
good, the third is useless. 

Machiavclli, Pnnrc, X X l I  

16 Heavy thoughts bring on physical maladies; when 
the soul is oppresud, ro is the body. 

Luther, Table Talk, H645 

17 Whenever. . . we meet with heathen writers, ler 
11s learn from that light of truth which is admira- 
bly displayed in their works, that the human 
mind, fallen as it is, and corrupted from its integ- 
rity, is yet invested and adorned by God with ex- 
cellent talents. 

Calviu, Inrr l ldc~ q/ lhr Chrirllan 
Rtlts,on, 11, 2 

18 Meditation is a powerful and full study for any- 
one who know3 how to examine and exercise him- 
self vigorously: I would rather fashion my mind 
than furnish it. Them is no occupation that is 
cithcr weaker or stronger, according to the mind 
involved, than entertaining one's o m  thoughts. 
The greatest minds make it their profession, lo 
u~ham liuing ir lhinkins [Cicero]. Thus nature has 
favored it with this ~rivilege, that there is nothing 
we can do so long, and no action to which we can 
devote ourselves more commonly and easily. It is 
the occupation of the gods, says Aristotle, from 
which springs their happiness and ours. 

Montaigne, E q r ,  111, 3, 
Three Kinds of Association 

19 Homlel. What is a man, 
If his chief gmd and market of his time 
Be but to sleep and feed? a beast, no more. 
Sure, he rhat made us with such large discourse, 
Looking before and afrer, gave us not 
That capability and god-like reason 
T o  lust in us unused. 

Shakespeare, Homlcl, IV, iv, 33 

20 Irr Genfl-n. But I much marvel that your lord- 
ship, having 

Rich tire about you, should ar rhese early hours 
Shake oB the goldcn slumber of repose. 
'Tis most strange 
Nature should be so conversant wirh pain, 
Being thereto uot compell'd. 

Cnirnon. I hold i t  ever 
Virhle and eunning were endowments greater 
Than nobleness and riches. Careless heirs 
May the hco latter darken and expend; 
But immortality attends the former, 
Making a man a god. 'Tis known, I ever 
Have studicd physic, through which secret art, 
By turning o'er authorities, I have, 
Together with my practice, made familiar 
T o  me and to my aid the blest infusions 
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That  dwell in vegetives, in metals, stoncs; era1 reumblances; each of them readily falls into 
And I can speak of the disturbances excess, by catching either a t  nice distinctions or 
Tha t  nature works, and of her cures; which doth shadows 01 r~scmblance. 

give me Bacon, .brouum Orgnnum, I_  55 
A more content in courrc of true delirht - 
Than to be thirsty after tottering honour, 
Or tie my treasure u p  in silken bags, 25 Examining attentively that which I was, I saw 

T o  please the fool and  Death. that I could conceive that I had no body, and that 
there was no world nor place where I might be; 

Shakespeare, Penrlrs, 111, ii, 21 
but yet that I could not for all that conccive that 

21 The mind of man is far lrom the nature of a elear 
and qua1  ghss, wherein the bcams of things 
shouId reflect according to their true incidence; 
nay, it is rather like an enchanted XI=, Iull of 
superstition and imposture, if it be not delivered 
and reduced. 

Bacon, Ada:onrmtnl o j L c n m i n ,  
Bk. 11, XIV, 9 

22 Our method, though difficult in its operation, is 
easily explained. It consists in determining the de- 
grees of certainty, whilst we, as it were, restore the 
senses ro their former rank, but generally reject 
that operation of the mind which bllows clmc 
upon the scnss,  and open and establish a new 
and certain course for the mind from the lint ac- 
tual perceptions of the senses themselves. This, no 
doubt, was the view taken by those who have as- 
signed so much to Iogic; showing clearly rhereby 
that they sought some support for the mind. and 
suspected its natural and spontaneous mode of ac- 
tion. But this is now employed too late as a E m -  
edy, when all is clearly lost, and after the mind, 
by the daily habit and intercourse of life, has 
come prepossessed with corrupted doctrines, and 
filled with the vainest idols. The an of logic, 
therefore, being (as we hare  mentioned), too late 
a precaution, and in no way remedying the mat- 
ter, has tended more to confirm crron, than to 
disclose truth. Our only remaining hope and sal- 
vation is to begin the whole labor of the mind 
again. 

Bacon, Nouum Orgnnwn, Pref. 

29 The  human undcrstauding, from its peculiar na- 
hre,  easily supposes a grcater dcgrec 01 order and 
equality in things than it really finds. 

Bacon, Nouum Organum, I, 45 

24 The greatest and, perhaps, mmt radical distinc- 
tion between dllferent men's dispositions for phi- 
losophy and the scicnces is this, that somc arc 
more vigorous and active in observing rhe difler- 
ences of things, others in observing their r eem-  
blanccs; for a stcady and acute disposition can fix 
its thoughts, and dwell upon and adhere to a 
point, through all the refinemcnrs of differences, 
bnt those that are sublime and discimive recog- 
nize and comparc ere11 the most delicare and gen- 

I was not. On the contrary, 1 saw fmm the very 
fact that I thought 01 doubting the truth of other 
things, ir very evidently and certainly followed 
that I was; on the other hand if I had only ceased 
lrom chinking, even if all the rcsr of what I had 
ever imagined had reall" existed, I should have no 
reason for thinking that I had existed. From that I 
knew that I was a substance the whole essence or 
narure of which is to think. and that for its exis  ~~~~ 

tenee there is no need of any place, nor does it 
depend on any material thing; so that this "me," 
that is to say, the soul by whieh I a m  what I am, 
is entirely distinct from body, and is even more 
cacy to know than is the lartcr; and  even if body 
were not, the soul would not cease ro be what it is. 

Descarts, Discourse on .Wehod, IV 

26 What of thinking? I find here that thought is an 
attribute that belongs to me; i i  alone cannot bc 
separated from me. I am, 1 exist, that is cerrain. 
But how often? Just when I think; lor it might 
p s i b l y  be the case if I ceased entirely to think, 
that I should likewise cease altogether to exist. I 
do not now admit anything which is not necessari- 
ly true: to speak accurately I am nor more than a 
thing which thinks, that is to say a mind or a soul, 
or an understanding, or a reason, which are t e r m  
whow significance war formerly unknown to me. I 
am, however, a real thing and really exist; but 
what thing? I have answer&: a thing which 
rhinks. 

Descartes, Medzhl,anr on First Phiimapl?v, I1 

27 By ~ i a u s  inlellerhlnl are always understmd such 
abilities of rhe mind as mcn praise, value, and 
desire should be in themselves; and go comrnonly 
under the name of a goad wi$ though the samc 
word, wtl, be used also to distinguish one certain 
ability from the rest. 

These virtucs arc of two sort%; nahlrn/ and or- 
quved. By natural, I mcan not that which a man 
hath from his birth: for that is nothing else but 
sense; wherein men diIbr so littleone from anoth- 
er, and fmm brute bears, as it is not to bc reck- 
oned amongst virtues. But I mean that wit which 
is Kotten by use only, and experience, without 
method, culture, or instruction. This nolurol md 
consisteth principally in two thinp:  cclmig ojimng- 
ining (that this, swift snccession of one thought to 



another); and sho+ drrrdzon to some approved 
end. O n  the contrary, a slow imagination maketh 
that defect or fault of the mind which is common- 
ly called dullness, slupidip, and sometimes by other 
names that signiky slowness of motion, or dilficulty 
to be moved. 

And this difference of quickness is caused by the 
diflcrence of men's passions; that love and dislike, 
some one thing, some another: and therelore some 
men's thoughu run one way, some another, and 
are held to, and observe differently the things that 
pass through their imagination. And wherea in 
this succeuion of men's thoughts there is nothing 
to observe in the things they think on, but either 
in what they be like one another. or in what they 
be unlike, or what they serve for, or how they 
serve to such a purpose; those that observe their 
similitudes, in ease they be such as are but rarely 
observed by others, are said to have a good wit; by 
which, in this occasion. is meant a good/onc). But 
they that observe their differences, and dissimili- 
tudes, which k called duhngul~hig, and dirccming, 
and judgirtf between thing and thing, in case such 
discerning be not easy, are said to have a good 
judgmmc and particularly in matter of conversa- 
tion and business, wherein times, places, and per- 
sons are to be discerned, this virtue is called dr~crc- 
hon. 

Hobbes, Lmiahon, 1, 8 

28 The secret thoughts 01 a man run over all things 
holy, prophane, clean. obscene, grave, and light, 
without shame, or blame; which verbal discourse 
cannot do, farther than the judgement shall ap- 
prove of the time, place, and persons. 

Hobbes, L~1dh011, 1, 8 

29 There are then two kinds of intellect: the one able 
to penetrate acutely and deeply into the rondu- 
dons of given premises, and this is the precise in- 
tellect; the other able to eomplehend a great 
number of premises without confusing them, and 
this k the mathematical intellect. The one has 
force and exactmess, thc other comprehension, 
Now the one quality can exist without the other; 
the intcllect can be strong aud narrow, and can . also be comprehensive and weak. 

Pascal, Pmsirs, 1, 2 

30 I can well conceive a man without hands, feet, 
head (for it is only experience which teaches us 
that the head in morc necessary than feet). But I 
cannot conceive man without thought; he would 
be a stone or a brute. 

Pascal. Pztuits, VI, 339 

31 All our dignity consists. . . in thought. By it we 
must elevate ourselves, and not by space and time 
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which we cannot f i l l .  Let us endeavour, then, to 
think well; this is the principle of morality. 

Pacal ,  Pmsirr. VI, 347 

32 A thinking reed-It is not from space that I must 
seek my dignity, hut lrom the government 01 my 
thought. I shall have no morc if I possess worlds. 
By space the ur~iverre encompaues and swallom 
me up like an atom; by thought I comprehend the 
world. 

Pacal ,  Pcuicr, VI, 348 

33 Safon The mind is its own placc. and in it self 
Can make a Heav'n of Hell, a Hell of Heav'n. 

Milton, Pnmdrr Lori, 1, 254 

34 Belrnl For who would loose, 
Though full of pain, this intellectual being, 
Those thoughts that wander through Eternity, 
To perish rather, wallowd up and lost 
In the wide womb of untreated night, 
Devoid of sense and motion? 

Milton. Poroduc Lorl, 11, 146 

35 Man thinks. 
Spinoza, Ehiu, 11, Axiom 2 

36 The body cannot determine the mind to thought. 
neither can the mind dctermine the body to mo- 
tion nor rest, nor to anything else, il there be any- 
thing else. . . . That  is to say, that the mind and 
the body are one and the same thing, conceived at 
one time under the attribute of thought, and at 
another under that of extension. For this reason, 
the order or concatenation of things is one, wheth- 
er nature be conceived under this or under that 
attribute, and consequently the order of the ac- 
tions and pauions of our body is coincident in 
nature with the order of the actions and passions 
of the mind. . . . 

Although these things are so, and no ground for 
doubting remains, I scarcely believe, nevertheless, 
that, without a prmf derived lrom experience, 
men will be induced calmly to weigh what has 
been said, so l imly arc they persuaded that, solely 
at the bidding of the mind, the body moves or 
rests, and docs a number of things which depend 
upon the will of the mind alone, and upon the 
power of thought. 

Spinoza, Elhic~, 111, Prop. 2: Schol. 

37 Thc more perfect a thing is, the more reality it 
possesses. . . . 

Hence it follows that that part of the mind 
which abides, whether great or small, is more per- 
fect than the other cart. For the part of the mind 
which is eternal is thc intcllect. through which 
alone we are said to act. but that part which, as 
we have shown, perishes, is the imagination itself, 
throuqh which alonc we are said to suffer. There- 
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fore that part which abides, whether great or 
~ m d l ,  is more perfect than the latter. 

These are the things I propmed to prove con- 
cerning the mind, insofar as it is considered with- 
out relation to the cxistcnce oi the body, and from 
these . . . it is evident that our mind, insofar as it 
understands, is an eternal made of thought, which 
is determined by another cterrial made of thought, 
and this again by another, and so on od infiilum, 
SO that all taken together form the eternal and 
infinite intellect of God. 

Spinoza, Efhics, V,  Prop. 40 

38 Dim as thc borrow'd beams of moon and stars 
T o  lonely, weary, wand'ring travelers, 
Is Reason to the soul. 

Dryden, Rcligio Loin, 1 

39 Insofar as the concatenation of their perceptions is 
due to the principle of memory alone, men act 
like the lower animals, resembling the empirical 
physicians whose methods are those of mere prac- 
tice without theory. Indeed, in three-fourths of 
our actions we are nothing but empirics. For in- 
stance, when we expect that there will be daylight 
to-morrow, we do so empirically, because it has 
always so happened nnril now. It is only the as- 
tronomer who thinks it on rational grounds. 

But it is the knowledge of necessary and eternal 
wuths that distinguishes us from the mere animals 
and gives us Reason and the sciences, raising us to 
the knowledge of ourselves and of God. And it is 
this in us that is ealled the rational soul or mind. 

It is also through the knowledge of net-ary 
truths, and through their abstract expression, that 
we rise to acts o j  iejlcxion, which make us think of 
what is called I, and observe that this or that is 
within us: and thus, thinking of ourselves, we 
h ink  of being, of substance, of the simple and the 
compound, of the immaterial, and of God Him- 
self, eoneeiving chat what is limited in us is in 
Him without limits. And these act5 of reflexion 
furnish the chief objects of our reasonings. 

Leibniz, Monodnlogy, 2&30 

40 The other fountain from which experience fur- 
nisheth due understanding wi+ ideas is,-the per- 
ception of the operations of our own mind within 
us, as it is employcd about thc ideas it has got;- 
which operations, when the soul c o m a  to rcflect 
on and consider, do furnish the understanding 
with another set of idcas, which could not be had 
from things without. And such arepercrplion, Ih~nk- 
i g ,  doubling, bciicuing. rrosoning, knowing, willing, and 
all the different actings of onr own minds;-which 
wc being conscious of. and o k r v i n g  in ourselves, 
do from these receive into our  understandings as 
distinct ideas as we do from bodies affecting our 
senses. This source ol ideas every man has wholly 
in himself; and though it bc not sense, as having 

nothing to do with external objects, yet it is very 
like it, and might properly enough be ealled inter- 
no1 smsc But as I call the other SEXSAT~OK, SO I call 
this REFLEC~.ION, the ideas it affords being such only 
as the mind geu by reflecting on its own opera- 
tions within itself. By reflection thcn, in thc fol- 
lowing part of this discourse, I would be undcr- 
stood to mean, that notice which the mind t a k e  
of i u  own operations, and the manner of them, by 
reason whereof there come to he ideas of t h m  
operations in the understanding. These two, I say, 
viz. external material things, as the objects of SEN 

b ~ n u u ,  and the operations of our own minds with- 
in, as the objects of R E ~ L F I ~ O N ,  are to me the only 
originals from whence all our idcas take their be- 
ginnings. 

Lockc, Cancm;ng Human 
Undersionhg, Bk. 1 1 ,  I ,  4 

41 Follow a child from its birth, and observe the al- 
terations that timc maker, and you shall iind, as 
the mind by the senses comes more and more to 
be furnished with ideas. i t  comes to be more and 
more awake; thinks more, the more it has matter 
to think on. After some timc it begins lo know the 
objects whieh, being mmr familiar with it, have 
made lasting impressions. Thus it comes by de- 
grces to know the pemnn it daily converses with, 
and distinguishes them from strangers; which arc 
instances and cffcets of its coming to retain and 
distinguish the ideas the senses convey to it. And 
so we may observe how the mind, by drgreer, im- 
proves in these; and odiumcer co the exercise of 
those other faculties of enlarging, compounding, 
and absuacting its ideas, and of reasoning about 
them, and reflecting upon all thcse. . . . 

In time the mind eomes to reflect on its own 
operations about the ideas got by sensation, and 
thereby stores itself with a new set of ideas, which 
1 call idcar of reflection. These are the impressions 
that are made on our senses by outward objects 
that are exuinsical to the mind; and its own oper- 
ations, proceeding from powers intrinsical and 
proper to itself, which, when reflected on by itself, 
become also objects of its eontcmplation-are, as I 
have said, the original of all knowledge. Thus the 
first capacity of human intellect is,-that the 
mind is fitted to receive the impressions made on 
it; cithcr through the senses by outward objects, or 
by its own operations when it reflects on them. 
This is the first step a man makes towards the 
discovery of anything, and the groundwork 
whereon to build all those notions which ever he 
shall have naturdly in this world. All'those suh- 
lime thoughts which tower above the clouds, and 
reach as high ar heaven itself, take their rise and 
footing here: in all that great extent wherein rhc 
mind wanders, in thme remote spccualrions it 
may seem to he elevated with, it stirs not one jot 
beyond those ideas which rmsc or refleclion have 
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olfered for its contemplation. 
Locke, Connrning Human 

IJnderslanding, Bk. 11; 1 ,  22-24 

42 The power of perception is that which we call the 
Llndersland,ng. Perception, which we make the act 
of the understanding, is of three sorrs:-I. The 
perception of ideas in our minds. 2. The perccp- 
tian of the signification of signs. 3. The percegion 
of the connexion or repugnancy, agreement or 
disapreement, that therc is between any of our - 
ideas. All these are attributed to the under- 
standing, or perceptive power, though it be thc 
two latter only that use allows us to say we under- 
stand. 

Lockc, Concrming Human 
Urzdcrslnndzng, Bk. 11, XXI, 5 

43 The thouehts that come ohen unsoueht. and. as it " " .  . 
were, drop into the mind, arc the m m  valuable of 
any we have, and therefore should he securcd, be- 
cause they seldom rrturn agam 

I Locke, Lellfr lo Somud Bold (May 16, 1699) 

44 Some truths there are so near and obvious to the 
mind that a man need only open his eyes to see 
them. Such I take this important one to be, viz., 
that all the chair of heaven and furniture of the 
earth, in a ward all those bodies which compose 
the mighty frame 01 the world, have not any sub- 
sistence without a mind, that their b i n g  is to be 
perceived or known; that consequently so long as 
they are nor actually perceived by me, or do not 
exist in my mind or that 01 any other created spir- 
it, they must either have no existence at all, or else 
suhsin in the mind of some Eternal Spirit-it 
being perfectly unintelligible, and involving all 
rhe absurdity of abstraction, to attribute to any 
single p a n  of them an existeuce independent of a 
spirit. To  be convinced of which, the reader nccd 
only reflect, and try to separate in his own 
thoughts the bring of a sensible thing from its bang 
fier~eiued. 

Berkeley, Prinrlples of Human Knoiulrdct, 6 

45 Far as Creation's anlple rauge extends, 
The scaIe 01 sensual, mental pow'rs ascends: 
Mark how it mounts, to Man's imperial race, 
From the green myriads in thc peopled grass: 
What modes of sight betwixt each wide extreme, 
The mole's dim curtain, and the lynx's beam: 
Of smell, the headlong lioness between, 
And hound sagacious on the tainted green: 
Of hearing, from the life that fills the flood, 
T o  that which warbler rhro' the vcrnal wood: 
The spider's touch, how exquisitely fine! 
Feels a t  each thread, and lives along the line: 
In  the n i ~ c  b c ~ ,  what scnsc so subtly true 
Fmm pois'nous herbs exrracrr the healing dew: 
How Instinct va r i a  in the grov'ling swine, 
Compar'd, half-rcar'ning elephaut, with thine: 
'Twixt that, and Reason, what a nice barricr; 

Far ever sep'rate, yet for ever near! 
Remembrance and Reflection how ally'd; 
What thin partitions Sense from Thought divide: 
And Middle natures, how they long to join, 
Yet never P a s  th '  insu~erable line! 

Is not thy Reason all these pow'rs in onc? 
Pope, EuaY on Men, Episrlc I ,  207 

46 Love, Hope, and Joy; fair plcanurc'n snliling train; 
Hate, Fear, and Grief, the family a f  pain; 
These mix'd with art, and to due bounds confin'd, 
Make and maintain thc balance of rhe mind. 

Pope, Essay on Man, Episrle 11, I17 

47 We may divide all the perceptions of the mind 
into two classes or species, which are distinpished 
by their different degrecs 01 lorce and vivacity. 
The lcss forcible and lively are commonly denom- 
inated Though& or Idcor The other species want a 
name in our l anpage ,  and in most others; I sup- 
pose, because i r  wan not requisite lor any, but 
philaophical purposes, to rank them under a gen- 
eral term or appellation. Let us, therelore, use a 
little freedom, and call them Imfire~~ions employ- 
ing that word in a sense somewhat different from 
the usual. By rhe term imprtnion, then, I mean all 
our more lively perceptions, when we hear, or see, 
or feel, o r  love, or hate, or desire, or will. And 
impressions are distinguished from ideas, which 
are the less lively perceptions, of which we are 
conscious, when we reflect on any of those sensa- 
tions or movements abovc mcntioncd. 

Hume, Concerning Humon Undcrrlnnding. 11, 12 

48 Nothing, a t  first view, may scem more unbounded 
than the thought of man, which not only escapm 
all human power and authority, but is not even 
restrained within the limits of nature and reality. 
T o  lorm monsters, and join incongruous shapes 
and appearances, costs the imagination uo more 
trouble than to conceive the most natural and fa- 
miliar objects. And while thc hady is confined to 
one planet, along which it creeps with pain and 
difliculty; the thought can in an  instant transport 
us into the most distant regions of the universe; or 
even beyond the univcnc, into the unbounded 
chaos, where nature is supposed to lic in total con- 
fusion. What ncver war  seen, or heard of, may yet 
be conceived; nor is anything beyond the power of 
thought, except what implics an ahsolutc contra- 
diction. 

But though our thought seems to possess this 
unbounded liberty, we shall find, upon a nearer 
cxaminatian, that it is really conlined wilhin very 
narmw limits, and that all this creative power of 
the mind amounts to no rnore than the faculty of 
compounding, transposing, augmenting, or di- 
minishing the materials afforded us by the senses 
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and experience. When we think of a golden 
mountain, we only join two consistent ideas, gold, 
and mowdoin, wirh which we were formerly ac- 
quainted. A virtuous horn we can conceive; he- 
cause, from our o m  feeling, we can conceive vir- 
tue: and this we may unite to the figure and shape 
of a horse, which is an animal familiar to us. In 
short, all the materials of thinking are derived 
eithcr from our outward or inward sentiment: thc 
mixture and composition of these belongs alone to 
the mind and will Or, to express myselI in philo- 
sophical language, all our idcas or more feeble 
perceptions are copies of our impressions or more 
lively oner. 

Humc. Conrrming H m n  L'ndnrlond,ng, 11, 13 

49 It is the nature of an  hypothesis. when once a man 
has conceived it, that it assimilates every thing to 
itsell, ar proper nourishment; and, from the first 
moment of your begetting it, it generally grows 
the stronger by every ching you see, hear, read, or 
understand. This is of great use. 

Sterne, Tnktrom Shandy, 11, 19 

50 A feeble body makes a feeble mind. 
Rouarcau, E m 4  I 

51 Such is the delight of mental superiority that none 
on whom nature or study have conferred it would 
purchasc the gifts of fortune by its loss. 

Johnson, Rambler No. 150 

52 Reason never has an immediate relation to an  ob- 
ject; it relates immediately to the understanding 
alone. It is onlv throueh the understandine that it - 
can beemployed in the ficld of experience. It docs 
not jam conceptions of objccts, it mcrely nrronga 
them and gives to them that unity which they are 
capable of -wing when the sphere of their ap- 
plication has bccn extended as widely as powible. 
Reason avails itself of the conception of the un- 
derstanding for the sole p u r p m  of producing to- 
tality in the different series. Thir totality the un- 
derstanding does not concern itself with; its only 
occupation is the connecrion of experiences, by 
which m i e ~  of conditions in accordance with con- 
ceptions are established. The  object of reason is, 
therefore, the understanding and its propcr desti- 
nation. As rhe latter brings nnity into the diversity 
ol objects by means of its conceptions, ra the for- 
mer br ine unity into the diversity of conceptions 
by means of ideas; as it sets thc final aim of a 
collective unity to the operations of the undcr- 
standing, which without this occupies itself with a 
disuihutivc unity alone. 

Kant, Criltque OJPUT~ R u n ,  
Transcendental Dialecric 

53 Reason ir not to be considered as an indefinitely 
extended plane, of the bounds of which we have 
only a general knowledge; it ought rather to he 

compared to a sphere, the radius of which may be 
found from the curvamrc ol its surface-that is, 
the nature of o p G r i  synthetical proposition- 
and, consequently, its eircumfcrence and extent. 
Beyond the sphere of experience there are no ob- 
jects which it can cognize; nay, even qucstions re- 
garding such supposititious objects relate only to 
the subjective principles of a complete determina- 
tion of the relations whieh mist between the un- 
dcrrtanding-conceptions which lic within thk 
rphem. 

Kant, Cn'figrrr o/ Purr Rcoron, 
Transcendental Method 

54 I should be inclined . . . to consider the world 
and thk life as the mighty proc- of God, not for 
the trial, but for the creation and formation of 
mind, a process nec-ry to awaken inert, chaotic 
matter into spirit, to sublimate the dust of [he 
earth into soul, to elicit an ethereal spark from the 
clod of clay. 

Malthur, Population, XVll l  

55 H e  gave man speech, and speech created thought, 
Which is the measure of the universe; 
And Science struck the thrones ol earth and 

heaven, 
Which shook, but fell not; and the harmonious 

mind 
Poured itself forth in an-prophetic song; 
And music lifted up the listening spirit 
Until it walked, exempt from mortal care, 
Godlike, o'er the clear billows of sweet sound. 

Shelley, Promethew Unbound, 11. 72 

56 What Exile from himself can flce? 
T o  zones, though more and more remote, 

Still, still pursues. where-e'er I he, 
The blight of l i f e t h e  demon Thought. 

Byron, Chilh Homld'r Nlgn'mogr, I, T o  Inez 

57 The history of mind is its own act. Mind is only 
what it does, and its act is to make itself the object 
of its own conrciousness In hktory its act is to 
gain consciousness of itself ar mind, to apprehend 
itself in its interpretation of itself to itself. Thir 
apprehension is its being and its principle, and the 
completion of apprehension at onc stage is at the 
ramc time the rejection of that stage and its tran- 
sition to a higher. T o  use abstract phraseology, 
the mind apprehending this apprehension anew, 
or in other words returning to itself again out of its 
rejection of this lower stage of apprehension, is the 
mind of the stage higher than that on which it 
stmd in its earlier apprehension. 

The of the perfcctihility and Edrrcolion 
oj rhc H u m  Race arises here. Those who have 
maintained this perfectibility have divined some- 
thing of the nature of mind, something of the fact 
that it is its nature to have self-knowledge as the 
law of its being, and, since it apprehends that 
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which it is, to have a form higher than that which 
constituted its mere being. But lo those who reject 
this doctrine, mind has remained an empty word, 
and history a superficial play of casual, so-called 
"merely human," srrivings and passions. Even if, 
in cannexion with history, they speak of Provi- 
dence and the plan of Providcncc, and so express 
a faith in a higher power, their ideas remain emp- 
ty bccause they expressly declare that far them 
the plan of Providence is inscrutable and incom- 
prchensible. 

Hegel, Philosophy of Righl, 343 

58 In the course of this work of the world mind, 
states, nations, and individuals arise animated by 
their particular dererminate principle which has 
its interpretation and actuality in their constitu- 
tions and in the whole range of their life and con- 
dition. While their consciousnes is limited to 
these and they are absorbed in their mundane in- 
terests, they are all the time the unconscious tools 
and organs of the world mind at work within 
them. The shapes which they take pass away, 
while rhe absolute mind prepares and works out 
i s  transition to its next higher stage. 

Hegel, Philorophy o/Rrtht, 344 

59 Will without freedom is an empty word, while 
freedom is actual only as will, as subject. . . . 
Mind is in principle thinking, and man is distin- 
guished from beast in virtue of thinking. But it 
must not be imagined that man is half thought 
and half will, and that he keeps thought in one 
pocket and will in another_ for this would be a 
foolish idea. T h e  distinction between thought and 
will is only that between the theoretical attitude 
and the practical. These, however, are surely not 
two faculties; the will is rather a special way of 
thinking, thinking translating itself into existence, 
thinking as the urge to give iuelf existence. 

Hegel, Philosophy qfRighl, Additions, Par. 4 

60 Whcn a hypothesis has once come to birth in [he 
mind, or gained a footing there, it leads a life so 
far comparable with the life of an organism, as 
that it assimilates matter from the outcr world 
only whcn it is like in kind with it and beneficial; 
and when, contrarily, such matter is not like in 
kind but hurtful, thc hypothesis, equally with the 
organism, throws it off, or, i t  forced to take it, gets 
rid of it again entire. 

Schopcnhauer, Some Fonnr o j  Lzlnolurc 

61 Crcat intellectual gifts mean an activity pre-cmi- 
nently nervous in its character, and consequently 
a very high degree of susceptibility to pain in ev- 
ery form. 

Schopcnhauer, Perronolr!~ 

62 Thought, true labour of any kind, highest vinuc 
itself, is it not the daughter of Pain? Born as out of 

the black whirlwind;-true gffort, in lact, as a cap- 
tive struggling to free himself: that is Thought. 

Carlyle, The Hem nr Poci 

63 One should not think slightingly d the paradoxi- 
cal; for the paradox is the source of the thinker's 
passion, and the rhinker without a paradox is like 
a lover without feeling: a paltry mediocriry. But 
rhe highest pitch of every pasion is always to will 
its own downfall; and so it is also the supreme 
passion of the Reasoo to seek a collixiun, tl~uugh 
this collision must in one way or another prove irs 
undoing. The  supreme paradox of all thought is 
the attempt to discover something that thoughr 
cannot think. 

Kierkegaard, Philosophicnl Frogrnent~, I11 

64 How can we speak of the action of the mind un- 
der any divisions, as of its knowledge, of its ethics, 
of its works, and so forth, since it melts will into 
perception, knowledge into act? Each becomes the 
othcr. 1-11 alone is. 

Emerson, Inicll~ci 

65 Whar is the hardest task in the world? T o  think. 
Emerson, Inirllecl 

66 There is one mind common to all ind~vidual men. 
Every man is an inlet to the same and to all of the 
same. He that is once admirted to the right of 
reason is made a freeman of the whole estate. 
What Plato has thought, he ]nay think; what a 
saint has felt, he may feel; what at any time has 
befallen any man, he can understand. Who hath 
access to this universal mind is a parry to all that 
is or can be donc, for this is the only and sovereign 
agcnt. 

Emerson, Hzslog 

67 The brain is only one condition out of many on 
which intellectual manifestations depend; rhe 
orhers being. chiefly, the oraans of the senses and 

u 

the motor apparatuses, especially those which are 
concerned in prehension and in the productiun of 
articulate speech. 

T. H. Huxley, R~lorionr of Man 
la the Lomu Animab 

68 The spontaneous process which goes on within the 
mind itself is higher and choicer than that which 
is logical; for the latter, being scientific, is com- 
mon property, and can be taken and made use of 
by minds who are pemnally strangers, in any 
true sense, both to the ideas in question and to 
thcir development. 

Newman, Ehaj on ihe Deaelopmml 
./ Chridinn Docln'ne, Pt. 11, V, 4 

69 Thc  action of chtnking may incidentally have 
othcr results, it may serve to amuse us, for exam- 
ple, and among d,leftantt it is not lare to find those 
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who have so perverted thought to the purposes af 
pleasure that it seems ta vex them to think that 
the questions upon which they delight to exercise 
it may ever get fiually settled; and a positive dis- 
covery which takes a favorite subject out of the 
arena of literary debate is met with ill-concealed 
dislike. 

C. S. Peirce, IIow lo Makc Our Idcos Clcor 

70 Consciousnes . . . does not appear to iwlf  
chopped up in bits. Such words as "chain" or 
"train" do not describe it fitly as it presents itself 
in the first instance. I t  is nothing jointed; it flows. 
A "river" or a "stream" is the metaphor by which 
it is most naturally described. I n  talking of if here06 
frr, lct w- call 11 the sfrmtn of fhoughl, of cons&usness, or 
of mbjecliu~ I$<. 

William James, Plychology, I X  

71  The mind is at every stage a theatre of simulta- 
neous possibilities. Conseiousncss consists in the 
comparison of these with each other, the selection 
of some, and the suuur-ion of the rest by the . . 
reinforcing and inhibiting agency of attention. 
The highest and most elaborated mental producfs 
are liltired fmm the data chosen by the faculty 
next beneath, out of the mass offered by the facul- 
ty below that, which mass in turn was sifted from 
a still larger amount of yet simpler material, and 
so on. The mind, in short, works on the data it 
receives very much as a sculptor work  on his 
block of none. In a sense the statue stood there 
from eterniry. But there were a thousand different 
ones beside it, and the sculptor alone is to thank 
for having extricated this one lrom the rest. Just so 
the world of each of us, howsoever different our 
several views of it may be, all lay embedded in the 
primordial chaos of sensations, which gave the 
mere molln to the thought olall  of us indifferently. 
We may, if we like. by our reaoningr unwind 
things back to that black and jaintlcsr continuity 
of space and moving clouds of swarming atoms 
which science calls the only real world. But all the 
while the world mr feel and live in will be that 
which our ancstors and we, by slowly cumulative 
strokes of choice, have extricated out of this, like 
sculptors, by simply rejecting certain portions of 
the given stuff. Other sculptorj, ahcr  statues from 
the same stone! Other minds, othcr worlds from 
the same monotonous and inexpressive chaos! My 
world is but one in a million alike embedded, 
alike real to those who may abstract them. How 
different mnst be the worlds in the consciousnesr 
of ant, cuttle-fish, or crab! 

William James, Plychology, I X  

72 What happens in the brain after experience has 
done its utmost is what happens in every material 
mass whieh has been fashioned by an outward 
force,-in every pudding or mortal, for exampIe, 
which I may make with my hands. The fashion- 

ing from without brings the elements inro colloca- 
tions which set new internal forces free to exert 
their effects in turn. And the random irradiations 
and resettlements 01 our ideas, which supcmerle upon 
o r p r t h c ~ ,  and constitute our free mental play, are 
due entirely to thesc secondary internal procewcs, 
which vary enormously from brain to brain, even 
though the brains be exposed to exactly the same 
"outer relations." The higher thought-processes 
owe their being to causes which correspond far 
more to the sourings and fermentations of dough, 
the setting of mortar, or the subsidence of sedi- 
ments in mixtures, than tu the manipulations by 
which these physical aggregates came to be eom- 
pounded. 

William James, Pvcho/og?> XXVIII 

73 The causes of our mental suucture are doubtless 
natural, and connected, like all our othcr pecu~ 
liarities, with thorc of our nervous structure. Our 
interests, our tendencies of attention, our motor 
impulses, the =sthetic, moral, and thcoretie com- 
binations we delight in, the cxrenr of our power of 
apprehending rchcmes of relation, just like the 
elementary relations thcmrclvcn, time, space, dif- 
ference and similarity and the elementary kinds of 
feeling, have all gmwn up in ways af whieh at 
present wc can give no acmunt. . . . And the 
more sincerely one reek  to trace the actual c a m  
of plyrhogmmr, the steps by which a s  a race we 
may have come by the peculiar mental attributes 
which we posses, the more clearly one perceives 
"the slowly gathering twilight close in utter 
night." 

William Jamcs, P l y c h o l o ~ ,  XXVIII 

4 The man who listens to Reason is lost: Reason 
enslaves all whose minds are not strong enough to 
master her. 

Shaw, Mon ond Supemran, 
Maxims for Revolutionists 

75 Real life is, to most men, a long second-best, a 
perpetual compromise between the ideal and the 
possible; but the world of pule reason knows no 
compromise, no practical limitations, no barrier 
to the creative activity embodying in splendid ed- 
ilices the pasionate aspiration after the perfect 
from which all great work springs. Rcmote from 
human ~ a s i o n s ,  remote even from the pitiful facts 
of Nature, the generations have gradually created 
an ordered cosmos, where pure thought can dwcll 
as in its natural home, and where one, at least, 01 
our nobler impulses can escape lrom the dreary 
exile of the actual world. 

Russell, Srudy of Mothmobcs  

76 The power of rcason is thought small in these 
days. but I remain an  unrepentant rationalist. 
Reason may be a small folce. but is constant, and 
w o r k  always in one direction, while the forces of 
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unreason destroy one another in futile strife. 
Therefore every arm of unreason in the end 
strengthens the friends 01 reason, and shows afresh 
that they are the only true friends of humaniv. 

Russell, Scrpiical E J ~ J ,  IX 

77 Mcntal activity, which works its way from the 
memor/-image to the production oi identity of 
perception via the outer world, merely represents 
a mundoboul woy lo wish/u[jrImmt made necessary 
by cxpcricncc. Thinking is indeed o u l l ~ i n ~  ljut ii 
substiture for the hallucinatory wish; and if the 
dream is called a wish-fuliilmen;, this becomes 
something self-evident, since nothing but a wish 
can impel our psychic apparatus to activity. The 
dream, whieh fulfils its wishcs by following the 
short regressive path, has thereby simply pre- 
served far us a specimen of the p n m a y  method of 
operation of the psychic apparatus, which has 
been abandoned as inappropriate. What once 
prevailed in the waking state, when our psychic 
life was still young and inefficient, seems to have 
been banished into our nocturnal life; just as we 
still find in the nursery rhosc discarded primitive 
weapons of adult humanity, the bow and arrow. 

Freud, Irrl~rprelalion o/Dreo,m, V11, C 

78 The first of the% displeasing propositions oi p y -  
cho-analysis is this: that mental processes are es- 
sentially uncausciaus, and that those which are 
conscious are merely isolated acts and parts of the 
whole psychic eutiry. Now I must ask you to re- 
member rhar, on the contrary, we are accnstomed 
to idcntify the mental with thr conscious. Con- 
sciousnm appears to us as positively the charac- 
teristic that defines mental life, and wc regard 
psychology as the study of thc content of mn- 
sciausnen. This evcn appears so evident that any 
contradiction of it seems obvious nonsense to us, 
and yet it is impossible far psycho-analysk to 
avoid this cuntradictian, or ro accept the identity 
betwcen the conscious and the psychic. The ay- 
cho-analytical definition of the mind is that it 
comprises processrs of the nature of iceling, think- 
ing, and wishing, and it maintains that there are 
such things a s  unmnscious thinking and unmn- 
scious wishing. But in doing so psycho-analysis 
has forfeited at the outser the sympathy oi rhe 
sober and scientifically minded, and incurred the 
suspicion of being a phantartic cult occupied with 
dark and unfathomable mysteries. You yourselves 
must find i t  difficult to understand why I should 
stigmatize an  abstract proposition, such as "The 
psychic in  the conscious," as a prejudice; nor can 
you mess vet what evolutionarv process could . - . . 
hare led to the denial of the unconscious, if it does 
indecd exist, no, what advantage could haw been 
achieved bv this denial. It secmr like an ernotv . , 
wrangle over words to argue whether mental llle 
is to be regarded as co-extensive with con- 
sciousnes or whether it may be said to stretch 

beyond this limitl and yet I can assure you rhat 
the acceptance of unconscious mental processes 
represents a decisive step towards a new orienta- 
tion in the world and in science. 

Freud, Gmrrol Inlruduch'on la 

Prycho-Anobrix, 1 

79 Our  best hope far the future is that the intellect- 
the scientiiic spirit, reason-should in time a t a b -  
lish a dictatorship over thc human mind. The 
"cry naturc oi rcnmn is a quardutcc ~ l ta t  i t  wcruld 
not fail to concede to human emotions, and to all 
that is determined by them. the pasirian ro which 
they are entitled. But the common pressure exer- 
c i r d  by such a domination of reason would prove 
to be the strongest unifying loree among men, and 
would prepare the way for further unifications. 
Whatever, like the ban laid upon thought by reli- 
gion, opposes such a development is a danger for 
the future ol mankind. 

Freud, h'em Iniroduclo~y Leclurer on 
Pqdo-AnabrG, XXXV 

80 Demand /or the solution u/ o perplrxib is 1he rlcadying 
ond guiding joctor in fhe miire procesr o/ rr/lecl~on. 
Where there is no question of a problem to be 
solved or a difficulty to be surmounted, tlte courv 
of suggestions flows on at random; we have the 
first type of thought described. If the stream of 
suggestions is controlled simply by their emorional 
congruity, their fitting agreeably into a single pic- 
ture or story, wc have the second typc. But a q u a -  
tion to be answered, a n  ambiguity to be resolved, 
sets up an end and holds the currenr of ideas to a 
definite channel. Every supprsted conclusion is 
tested by its reference to this regularing end, by its 
pertinence to the problem in hand. This need of 
straightening out a perplexity also controls the 
kind of inquiry undertaken. A trar-elcr whose end 
is the mast beautiful path will look for other con- 
sidcrationr and will test suggestions occurring to 
him on another principle than if he wishes to dis- 
cover the way to a piren city. The problrrn/uer lhe 
endqflhoughr and fhr endranfrob lheprocerr ojthinking. 

Dewey, How Mi n m k ,  Pt. I ,  I ,  3 

81 Tbinking is stoppage of thc immediatr manifesta- 
tion of impulsc until that impulse has bccn 
brought into connection with other possiblc tcn- 
dencies to action so that a morc comprrhennivc 
and coherent plan of activity is formed. Some of 
the othrr tendencies to action lead to use of eye. 
ear, and hand to observe objective conditions; 
others rcsult in rccall of what has happened in the 
part. Thinking is thus a postponement of immedi- 
ate action, while it effects intcrnal control of im- 
pulse through a union of obsewarion and memo- 
ry, this union being the hcart of rellecrion 

Dewey, Expmn~ir ond Edurolion, V 

82 Rearan is experimental intelligence, conceived af- 
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ter the pattern 01 science, and used in the creation 
01 social arts; it has something to do. It liberates 
man from the bondage 01 the past. due to igno- 
rance and accident hardened into custom. It pro- 
jecs a better luture and assists man in its realina- 
tion. And its operation is always subject to test in 
experience. The plans which are formed, the prin- 
ciples which man projects as p i d e s  01 reconstmc- 
tive action, are not dogmas. They are hypotheses 
to be worked out in pracrice, and to be rejected, 
corrected and expanded an they fail or succeed in 
giving our present experience the ,pidance it re- 
quires. We rnay call them programmes of action, 
but since they are ta be used in making our future 
acts less blind, "lore directed, they are flexible. 
Intelligence is not something possessed once lor 
all. It is in constanr process of forming, and its 
retention rcquires constant alertness in observing 
consequences, an open-mlnded will to learn and 
courage in re-adjustment. 

Dewey, Reconrrmction in Phrloruphy, 1V 

83 I1 we could rid ounelves of all pride, il, to deline 
our species, we kept strictly to what the historic 
and the prehistoric periods show us to be the con- 
stant characteristic 01 man and of intelligence, we 
should say not Homo rapmmr, but Hama Jober In 
shon, inlelli8mcc, cotlridcred in &(hot rrrnrr Li bt iLr ong- 
iol/rohrrr. tr l h t j o n r l ~  o/mnnu/ailrmfiq ortl/l&l ab- 
ject~, crperkl!>, loalr la makc roois, ando/in&/inileb c80a- 
i g  the rnnnrr/adurr. 

B e r p n ,  Crcntiue Euolution, I1 

84 Knowledge and action are . . . only w o  aspects 
01 one and the same laeulq. . . . 

If instinct is, above all, the faculty 01 using an  
organized natural instrument, it must involve in- 
nate knowledge (potential or unconscious, it is 
true), both of this instrument and of the object to 
which it is applied. Instinct is therefore innate 
knowledge 01 a thing. But intclligence in the laculty 
of constructing unorganized-that is to say artili- 
cial-instruments. If, on its account, nature gives 
up endowing the living being with the instru- 
ments that may serve him, ir is in order that thc 
living being may be able to vary his construction 
according to circumstances. The  essential lunction 
01 intelligence is therelore ro see the way out of a 
difficulty in any circumstances whatever, to find 
what is most suitable, what answers best the ques- 
tion asked. Hence it bears essentially on the rela- 
tions between a pven situatiou and the means 01 
utilizing it. \That ir innate in intellect, therefore, 
is the tendency to esrablish relations, and this ten- 
dency irnplirn the natural knowledge 01 certain 
very general ,elations, a kind of stull that the ac- 
tivity of crch partim~lar intellect will cut up into 
more speeial relations. Where activity is directed 
tox,ard manulacture, therelore, knowledge neces- 
sarily bears on relations. But this entirely /om01 
knowledge 01 intelligence has an immense advan- 

tage over the moiniol knowledge of instinct. A 
form, just because it is empty, may be filled at will 
with any number of things in turn, even with 
those that are of no use. So that a formal knowl- 
edge is not limited to what is practically useful, 
although it i n  in view of practical utility that it has 
made its appearance in the world. An intelligent 
being bears within himsplf the means to transcend 
his own nature. 

He transcends himself, however, less than he 
wishes, l e s  also than he imagines himself to do. 
The purely formal character ol intelligence de- 
prives it 01 the ballart necessary to enable i t  to 
settle itself on the objects that are of the most pow- 
erlul interest to speculation. Instinet, on the con- 
trary, has the desired mareriality, but it is incapa- 
ble 01 going so far in quest of its object; it does not 
speculate. Here we reach the point that most con- 
eerns our present inquiry. Thc dilference that we 
shall now, proceed to denote beween instinct and 
intelligence is what the whole of this analysis was 
meant to bring out. We formulate it thus: There 
are things lhnl inlelligmr< alone ir nble la reek, but which, 
by i~reK it mill nrurr /rnd Thest 1ins1 inrlind alone 
ould jm& bul if will ncwr reek lhmt. 

Bergson, Crealror Euolulian, 11 

84 In the higher reaches 01 human nature, as much 
ar in the lower, rationality depends on distin- 
guishing the excellent; and that distinction can be 
made, in the last analysis, only by an  irrational 
impulse. As lilc is a better form @"en to lorce, by 
x,hich the universal llux is subdued to create and 
serve a somewhat permanent interest, so reason is 
a better lorm given to interest itself, by whieh it is 
lortilied and propagated, and ultimately, perhaps, 
s u r d  01 satislaciion. The substance to which 
this lorm is given remains irrational; so that ra- 
tionality, like all excellence, is somethins second- 
ary and relative, requiring a natural being to pos- 
s e s  ar to impute it. When definite interests are 
recognixd and the values 01 things are estimated 
by that standard, action at the same time veering 
in harmony with that estimation, then reason has 
been born and a moral world has ariscn. 

Santayana, Li/c o/Renran, I ,  1 

86 Reason, as Hume said xith'prolound truth, is m 
unintelligible instinct. It could not be otherwise il 
rcason in to remain something transitive and exis- 
tentid; lor transition is unintelligible, and yet is 
the deepest characteristic of existence. Philoso- 
phers, however. having perccivcd that the func- 
tion 01 thought is ro fix static terms and reveal 
eternal relations, have inaducrtently transferred 
to the living act what is true only 01 its ideal ob- 
ject; and they have expected to lind in the pro- 
ces, trcatrd psychologically, that luminous de- 
ductive clearnes.. which belongs to the ideal u,orld 
it tends to rcvcal. The intelligible, however, lies at 
the periphev 01 expedencc, the surd a t  its core; 
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and intelligence is but one centrifugal ray darting dialectical lucidity itself; lor dialectic grows co- 
from the slime to the stars. Thought must execute gent by lulfilling inrent, but intent or meaning is 
a metamorphosis; and while this is of course mys- itself vital and inexplicable. 
terious, it is onc of those familiar mysteries, like Santayana, Ll/r of Rearan, I,  3 
motion and will, which are more natural than 

5.2 1 The Senses and Sense Perception 

Whether mind, intellect, or the rational fac- 
ulty is material or immaterial has long been 
debated and is still a n  issue in dispute. The 
reader will find indications of this controver- 
sy in Section 5.1. In contrast, he will find no 
disagreement here about the bodily or cor- 
poreal character of the senses. 

From the very beginning of Western psy- 
chology, special sense-organs have been the 
recognized seats of man's power to seel hear, 
touch, taste, and smell. Modern anatomical 
and physiological investigations have dis- 
covered additional sense-organs and in- 
creased our knowledge of such organs as the 
eye and the ear. In consequence, the tradi- 
tional enumeration of the five senses has 
been enlarged to include other modes of sen- 
sitivity. But while the study of the senses 

! thus falls within the sphere of anatomy and 

i physiology, the discussion of sensation and 

i sense perception deals with questions that 
are psychological or philosophical in their 
basic terms. 

For example, all the knowledge we have 
I of the structure and functioning of the sense- 
i 
I organs does not fully explain how sensation 

takes place; nor does it help us to decide 
! which of several competing theories of sense 
1 perception is the best account of that pro- 
i 

cess. The reader will find these matters dis- 
puted in the quotations below. He will also 
find the consideration of such questions as 
the difference between sense-knowledge and 
intellectual knowledge, the relation of per- 
cepts to concepts, and the distinction be- 
tween primary and secondary qualities; or 
between such things as size and motion 
which are perceptible by hvo or more senses 
and such things as color which is perceptible 
by the eye alone, or sound which is percepti- 
ble only by the ear. 

Another problem that is discussed in a 
number of quotations is the problem of the 
trustworthiness and fallibility of the senses 
and of sense perception. Sensoq deceptions, 
illusions, and hallucinations are often cited 
by the skeptic to support his case. O n  the 
other hand, it is said that the senses them- 
selves make no mistakes; the errors attribut- 
ed to the senses are errors of judgment, not 
of sense perception. For the discussion of re- 
lated matters, the reader is referred to sever- 
al sections in Chapter 6 on KNOWLEDGE, Sec- 
tion 6.2 on EXPERIENCE, Section 6.4 on ERROR, 
IGNORWCE, AND THE LIMITS OF HUMAII- KNOMZ 
EKE, and Section 6.6 on DOUBT AND SKEFTI- 
CISM. 


